STATEMENT OF EVIDENCE:
APPLICATION FOR FAST TRACK CONSENT WOOING TREE PARTNERSHP DEVELOPMENT LP,
CROMWELL
A.

INTRODUCTION.

1.

My Name is Marilyn Brown, B A. Dip TP, MNZPI, affiliated member NZIA.

2.

I am an urban planner and resource management consultant and have over 35 years’
professional experience gained in New Zealand and California, in local and regional
government, and the private sector. I held certification as an Independent Commissioner
between 2008 and 2016. I am a director of NM Associates Ltd – architects and planners.

3.

Over a number of years NMA has been involved in planning and urban design projects in
Central Otago on behalf of central and local government agencies, community groups
and private individuals. This work has included town centre and growth management
studies. I was the team lead to the Spatial Framework work stream of the Cromwell “Eye
to the Future’ Masterplan project which was tasked to evaluate how and where to
accommodate growth within the Cromwell Basin over the three decades (to ‘Cromwell
2050’) A project outcome was the adopted Spatial Plan1.

4.

I have been asked by Central Otago District Council to review and provide an expert
evaluation of the Wooing Tree Development Partnership (WTDP) fast track proposals as
to statutory and other relevant matters.

5.

This evidence addresses land use and connectivity of the wider Cromwell environment
as related to the Cromwell Spatial Plan, issues for sustainable management of natural
and physical resources, and inter-related considerations allied to the existing zoning of
the site, including the Central Otago District Plan Review programme and Long-Term
Plan.

6.

Urban design aspects of the WTDP fast track application are addressed by Neil Penney.

B

SITE ENVIONMENTAL CONTEXT.

7.

The WTDP LP site is located within northern Cromwell and extends between State
Highway 6 to the west, State Highway 8B to the south, Shortcut Rd to the east and an
area of low-density residential development to the north. The site and adjoining areas of
northern Cromwell peninsula, and other areas of urban Cromwell can be seen in the
aerial below.

1

NMA + Track Pty Ltd Cromwell Eye to the Future Masterplan Spatial Framework, Stage 1: Spatial Plan (‘Spatial
Plan’)
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Source CODC GIS

C.

THE APPLICATION FOR FAST TRACK RESOURCE CONSENT

8.

The application seeks subdivision and development approvals to enable:
a) the staged subdivision of 284 residential allotments, including up to 276 residential lots,
and approximately 46 residential units
b) infrastructure development
c) construct and operate approximately 25,500m2 of retail, visitor accommodation and other
commercial in the southern portion of the site.

2

9.

The proposed residential areas would have a higher density on sites adjoining internal open
areas and the proposed ‘Main Street’ commercial complex, and development, north of
Blondie Ave which is the principal collector road within the subdivision.

10.

The proposed configuration of commercial and residential titles is shown in Attachment
CI, page 2 (survey plot) to the application documents

11.

The principal vehicular entry to the site would be via a proposed single lane roundabout at
the intersection of Barry Avenue and State Highway 8B. Secondary vehicular and pedestrian
access would be via Shortcut Rd.

12.

The application envisages provision for pedestrians, cyclists and other micro transportation
users (for example ‘Lime’ or similar E-scooters, skateboards, mobility carts, wheelchairs etc.)2

Wikipedia defines micro- mobility as ‘a range of small, lightweight vehicles operating at speeds typically below 25 km/h
(15 mph) and driven by users personally (unlike rickshaws). Micro-mobility devices include bicycles, e-bikes, electric
scooters, electric skateboards, shared bicycles, and electric pedal assisted (pedelec) bicycles.
https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Micromobility
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via a pedestrian subway west of the proposed roundabout emerging adjacent Building 9 3 .
On its southern side the underpass is proposed to emerge within the wide swathe of open
space south of SH8B; refer Designation 82, Planning Map 13A. The timing of these
infrastructure projects is not presently known.
13.

This area includes the Big Fruit sculpture and from time to time is used for the Balloon
Festival and other similar large community events.

14.

Part of the open space, also owned by Central Otago District Council. has a Business 1 zoning
and is presently a carpark. I understand the B1 zoning was originally adopted to enable
development of an I- site facility, now located within a nearby property.

15.

These infrastructure works, and a lowered speed limit to SH8B are key elements of the
WDTP proposed mitigation of connectivity/locational impacts (in a land use sense) and as to
traffic and pedestrian effect of the development proposals.

16.

The proposed site masterplan, associated drawings and elevations by Architecture FDA are
shown in
a) Attachment N4: ‘Business Signage Plan; FDA dwg 1347 A-101A (site
masterplan)
b) Attachment D: Hospitality Centre concept design proposals (a series of drawings
and elevations)

.
17.

Based on this information and the Attachment C1 title information I consider the extent of
commercial activities proposed for consent includes the following:
a)
a ‘Main Street’ retail allotment (1#), Building 1-4 footprints and associated
open space (which includes an area denoted ‘village green’ south of Vintage
Street) 4, carparks (90#), coach parks (2#)
b)
development within the commercial allotment to the west of the site entry, close
to SH8B and northern approach roundabout locations (Buildings 6,7,8 and 9,
associated coach (3#), and car parking areas (121#) 5
c)
development within the commercial allotment to the east of the site entry, also
aligned with SH8B locations (Buildings 5 and 10), coach parking (2#) and
carparking areas (102#).

18.

I consider the title labelled community use (farthest east on the SH8B alignment) is also
appropriately included as a commercial activity, given that:
a)
childcare is typically provided on a ‘for fees’ basis
b)
the proposals Indicate that there is the potential for a building on this
allotment of the same scale as Building 10, with adjoining parking
c)
also acknowledging that this title and the area shown as village green (north of
Buildings 2 and 3) area areas for potential expansion.

19.

The space available for sale, lease or sublease, associated landscaping and the building 4
parcel is shown on FDA dwg 1347A-101A as 25,636m2/2.56 ha. This compares to the
approximately 25,000m2 of retail space and associated parking within the Cromwell town
centre (excluding civic buildings, and Big Box area zoned B1, west of Murray Tce/Sargood Rd.
(Note however that the Big Box area is integral to the town center’s business environment
and thus enables the future expansion of retail/mixed use development, or another adaptive
reuse should additional floorspace be required).

20. The proposed WTDP allotment plan and relevant Planning Maps are s shown below.

3

Refer Attachment Q and R
Attachment C1 (page 2); Scheme Plan Overall, and Attachment C2 (Baxter Design)
5 Attachment CI, page 2 (survey plan), Attachment N4 ‘Business Signage Plan (The overall site plan for commercial
development is shown in FDA Plan 137 A-1010-A). Attachment D – ‘Hospitality Centre Plans’ (pages 1-15) comprise the
drawings, elevations and landscaping details intended.
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23.

I have not examined the proposal in the context of specific Regional Plans in anticipation
that the Otago Regional Council will be providing information to the Panel in that regard.

24.

I note that Kai Tahu have provided an assessment of information on the effects of the
referred project to Maori cultural resources and inter-related iwi planning documents:
Akahu advice to the applicant: Attachment K of the project documents

D

NATIONAL POLICY STATEMENT ON URBAN DEVELOPMENT 2020 (NPSUD)

25.

The preamble to the NPSUD states that it is applicable to all local authorities that have all
or part of an urban environment within their district or region, and to planning decisions by
any local authority that affect an urban environment6.

26.

On the basis that it is not listed in the Appendix to the NPSUD as a Tier 1 or 2 urban
environment and local authority Cromwell is potentially a Tier 3 township within Central
Otago District. ‘Tier 3 local authorities are strongly encouraged to do the things Tier 1 or 2
local authorities are obliged to do under Parts 2 and 3 of this National Policy Statement,
adopting whatever modifications to the National Policy Statement are necessary or helpful
to enable them to do so’.

27.

A township is commonly understood to be a small urban area; however, for the reasons
described below Cromwell may not be an urban environment to which the NPSUD is
applicable, and thus not a matter for consideration in terms of Schedule 6 Part 2 (2) (a) of
the Act (referring to national policy statements). In turn the NPSUD would not then be a
national directive in respect of future growth and development within the foreseeable
timeframe.

28.

Urban environments are defined in the NPSUD as ‘an area of land regardless of size, and
irrespective of local authority or statistical boundaries) that:
a)
b)

.
29.

6

is, or intended to be, predominantly urban in character; and
is, or is intended to be, part of a housing and labour market of at least 10,000
people.

Cromwell does not presently constitute the population threshold of an urban
environment or have urban housing and labour markets as set out in the definition
above. Based on projections by Rationale Cromwell would remain a small rural
town with limited housing and employment for approximately 30 years i.e., close to or
just beyond within the accepted planning horizon for growth management.
Notwithstanding many of the matters address addressed within the NPSUD are
commonly accepted growth management and urban design criteria.

30.

The population, employment and residential projections for Cromwell township are
shown in Table 1. This indicates that Cromwell’s usually resident population will be
approximately 6,750 by 2025 and 8,700 by 2050. Historic growth in total dwellings
(2006-2019) has been 962 (a growth rate of approx. 74 /yr). The short-term forecast
(2019-2025) is for an additional 353 dwellings (a growth rate of approx. 70 /yr). The
long-term forecast (2019-2050) is for an additional 1,278 dwellings (a growth rate of 42
/yr). Overall, 3,227 total dwellings within Cromwell by 2025 and 4,151 by 2050.

31.

The projections for Cromwell employment for the corresponding periods are an
additional 955 jobs in the short term (190 /yr growth) or 3,323 jobs in the long term (a
growth rate of c. 100 jobs/yr) when assessed over the longer forecast period. The
projections would see a Cromwell labour market of approximately 5924 persons by 20507

Page 3
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TABLE 1: CROMWELL GROWTH PROJECTIONS SUMMARY
Category

Historic
growth
(2006-2019)

Total
Yr 2020

Short-term
forecast growth
(2019-2025)

Total
(Yr 2025)

Long-term
forecast growth.
(2o19-2050)

Total
(Yr 2050)

Usually,
resident
population
Number of jobs

2200

6,008

746

6,754

2,700

8,708

1290

2,601

955

3,556

3,323

5,924

Total dwellings

962

2,873

353

3,227

1,278

4,151

Source: Rationale Growth Projections -2002, Feb 2021 R ev4

32.

7

Objectives 1,2, 4 and 5 of the NPSUD state.
Objective 1: New Zealand has well-functioning urban environments that enable all
people and communities to provide for their social, economic and cultural wellbeing
and for their health and safety, now and into the future
Objective2: Planning decisions improve housing affordability by supporting
competitive land and development markets .....
Objective 4: New Zealand’s urban environments, including their amenity values
develop and change over time in response to diverse and changing needs of people and
communities and future generations
Objective 5: Planning decisions relating to urban environments ..... take into account
the principles of the Treaty of Waitangi (Te Tiriti o Waitangi)
Objective 6: local authority decisions on urban development that affect urban
environments are:
a)
integrated with infrastructure planning and funding decisions and

Ibid page 48,49 Note that Rationale recommend that the Covid-19 assumptions used in forecasting and CODC’s
adopted Business as Usual Scenarios are reviewed in August 2021.
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b)
c)

33

strategic over the medium term and long term; and
responsive particularly in relation to proposals that would supply
significant development capacity

Objective 8; New Zealand’s urban environments:
(a) support reduction in greenhouse gas emissions; and
(b) are resilient to the current and future effects of climate change.

34.

Policy 1 addresses planning decisions contributing to ‘well-functioning urban
environments. These are:
“‘urban environments that, as a minimum,
a) have or enable a variety of homes that
i) meet the needs, in terms of type, price and location, of different
households
ii) enable Maori to express their cultural traditions and norms; and
b) have a variety of sizes that are suitable for different business sectors in
terms of location and site size, and.
c) have good accessibility for all people between housing, jobs, community
services, natural spaces and open spaces, including by way of public or
active transport. and
d) support, and limit as much as possible adverse impacts on the competitive
operation of land and development markets; and
e)
support reduction in greenhouse gas emissions; and
f) are resilient to likely and current effects of climate change.

35.

Policy 12 states; “Tier 1, 2 and 3 local authorities at all times provide sufficient
development capacity to meet expected demand for housing and for business land over
the short term, medium term and long term.

36.

The above Objectives and Policies are wide-ranging in extent and are applicable
across a wide spectrum of urban areas from the greater Auckland metropolitan
region to Invercargill and should be read in that context. Cromwell is one of the
smallest towns in New Zealand with housing demand and supply at a very different
scale to the Tier 1, 2 and 3 urban environments.

37.

While the WTDP fast track proposals would enable additional housing supply and urban
capacity this would supply much of the assessed short-term demand of 58 dwellings per
year and are more significant component of the assessed long- term demand of 43
dwellings per year.; Table 2

38.

There are presently no indications of capacity constraints in the supply of housing within
urban Cromwell This is demonstrated by the building consents issued. which over the last
2.5 have been at a higher level`(78)/yr) than that anticipated for short term yearly
growth

39.

The WTDP fast track proposals should also be considered in the context of the StatsNZ
projections for growth within Cromwell and Queenstown Lakes District. This is shown in
Table 2.
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TABLE 2…. SNZ PROJECTED GROWTH AS ATTRIBUTED TO NATURAL INCREASE AND NET MIGRATION (2018 BASE)
Central Otago District
Total popn.

Births

Deaths

Queenstown Lakes District

2018
2023
2028*

22,200
24,800
26,400

1,000
1,200
1,200

801
800
800

Nat.
increase
200
200
400

Net
Migration
3,500
2,200
2,200

Ave
Age
46.2
46.7
46.7

Total
Popn.
42,500
50,100
54,100

Births

Deaths

2,700
2,300
2,400

500
700
800

Nat.
increase
1,600
1,600
1,600

Net
Migration
11,200
6,000
2,500

Ave
age
33.8
35.6
37.8

2033**

27,900

1,100

1,200

(-100)

1,500

48.9

57,900

2,300

1,000

1,300

2,500

40.1

2038
2043
2048

29,200
30,400
31,600

1,200
1,300
1,400

1,400
1,600
1,700

(-200)
(-300)
(-300)

1,500
1,500
1,500

49.7
50.7
50.7

61,500
64,800
67,900

2,300
2,300
2,300

1,300
1,500
1,800

1,000
800
600

2,500
2,500
2,500

42.1
43.7
44.9

* Growth begins to slow for CO District.
** Growth begins to slow QL District

Source: StatsNZ

E. SUBNATIONAL POPULATION PROJECTIONS: 2018 (base)-2048.

8 Ibid

40.

The projection information given below is for a medium growth variant: ‘at the time
of release Stats NZ consider the medium projection suitable for assessing future
population changes the medium series is consistent with the median projection (50 th
percentile) of National Population projections ;2029base)-2073.8 Irrespective of the
scenario New Zealand’s population is expected to slow between 2018-and 2033 and
decline to 0.6% per year between 2033-2048. There will be more people 65 and
over,
and all territorial authorities (TA’s) could have a smaller population of children by 2048.

41.

In terms of the medium projections the national average annual growth rate is 0.8%
the highest projection rates are for Selwyn (an average annual increase of 1.7%) and
Queenstown Lakes Districts ( 1.6%) Ten other TA areas have projected growth higher than
the national average: Waikato district (1.4%) , Central Otago District (1.2%) , Hamilton
and Tauranga cities and Auckland (all .1%), Waimakariri (1.0%) ,MacKenzie District (0.9%) ,
and Waipa, Kaipara and Western Bay of Plenty District (all 0.8%) . Decreases in
population are projected for Buller, Raupehu, Waitomo and Westland in the post 2020’s

42.

As shown in Table 2.net migration is the most significant factor in population growth for
Central Otago and Queenstown. For yr 2018 net migration to Queenstown Lakes was
some 11,200 persons compared to that of Central Otago District of 3,500 persons. For
comparison Cromwell’s population as of June 2021 was 5620 persons.

43..

The projections show Queenstown Lakes District is predicted to grow at approximately
double the rate of Central Otago District and with a younger population. The gains from
net migration are significantly higher.

44.

In Central Otago District net migration begins to slow after 2028, and a decrease occurs
by 2033 onwards. For Queenstown Lakes net migration levels have almost halved by
2023 (from 11,200 persons to 6000 persons) and from 2028 are projected to remain a
constant level to 2048.

45.

Therefore, the highest demand for dwellings for incoming residents in Central
Otago District is likely within the 2018-2023 period, and similarly for dwellings within
Queenstown Lakes District. For Central Otago District this period also coincides with
predicted labour shortage.

1t 28e a smaller population of children by 2048.
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TABLE 3.SNZ PROJECTED GROWTH AS ATTRIBUTED TO NATURAL INCREASE AND NET MIGRATION (2018 BASE)
Central Otago District
Total popn.
2018
2023
2028*
2033**
2038
2043
2048

9

22,200
24,800
26, 400
27,900
29,200
30,400
31,600

Queenstown Lakes District

Popn,
increase

Per yr

Approx.
dwellings
demand

Total
popn.

Popn,
increase

-----

-----------

---------

520
320
300
280
240
240

225
140
135
118
104
109

42,500
50,100
54,100
57,900
61,500
64,800
67,900

--------

600
1,600
1,500
1,300
1,200
1,200

7,600
4,000
3,800
3,600
3,300
3,100

Per yr

Approx. dwellings
demand

1,520
800
765
720
660
620

660
347
345
325
132
281

46.

The projected effect on housing demand on a Districtwide basis is shown in Table 3.
For Central Otago District demand falls off by 2028 and for Queenstown Lakes shows a
similar downward trend with larger absolute numbers due to their more significant levels
of population

47.

The proposed WTDP development would meet the entire CODC housing need to yr 2023
and beyond, or when considering the number of proposed dwellings compared to
potential demand would supply c 46% of the district’s needs.

48.

Geographically the projections relate to the town of Cromwell, an SA2 which
comprise Statistical Areas Cromwell East and Cromwell West; The SA2 correlates to the
urban area identified for long term planning in the Cromwell Framework: Spatial Plan 9

49.

The Cromwell SA2’s does not include the small rural communities of the Upper Clutha
Valley e.g., Tarras, Lowburn, or Bannockburn. These localities are within the
Lindis-Nevis SA 2 applicable to the Cromwell Basin. They are not part of the Cromwell
urban environment.

50.

The explanation of the SA2 classification system is helpful in considering Cromwell’s
urban environment in the context of its definition in the NPSUD: ‘Statistical Area 2 2020
are an updated Statistical Standard for Geographic Areas 2018 and replaces the NZ
Standards Areas Classification (NZSAC1992). The SA2 aims to reflect communities that
interact together socially and economically. In populated areas they contain similar sized
populations; SA2’s in district council areas generally have a population of 1-3000
residents. In rural areas many S 2’s have fewer than 1,000 residents {and} contain sparse
populations that a cover a large area.

51.

The three SA2’s for the Cromwell Ward; Lindis- Nevis, Cromwell East and Cromwell
West are shown below.

52.

To address the situation whereby information is provided to the Panel that establishes
Cromwell is an urban environment as defined by NPSUD relevant objectives and
policies are discussed below: noting that the NPSUD separately refers to considerations
applicable to district and regional plans and matters for the evaluation of resource
consent applications.

NM Associates Ltd Tract Consultants Pty ltd; Cromwell Eye to the Future Masterplan Spatial Framework,
Stage 1: Spatial Plan
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E. PARTIALLY OPERATIVE REGIONAL POLICY STATEMENT 2019
53.

The Partially Operative Regional Policy Statement 2019 became operative on 14 January
2019. Objectives and policies in Part B, Chapter 4 and 5 are relevant.

54

Objective 4.3 and Policy 4.3.3 relate to infrastructure and state:
Objective 4.3: Infrastructure is managed and developed in a sustainable way.
Policy 4.3.3 Functional needs of infrastructure that has national or regional
significance.
Provide for the functional needs of infrastructure that has regional or national
significance, including safety.

55.

The sustainable management of the State Highway network is a particular consideration
for North Cromwell locations.

56.

The WTDP site is adjacent to both SH8B and SH6. An effect of the proposal is that
relatively high volumes of local traffic will use the State Highway network to access
Cromwell’s schools and other community facilities, commercial, industrial and
9|pa g e

residential areas. This is contrary to the primary role of the state highway network which
is to carry through traffic.
57.

The proposed mitigation of a roundabout to enable access to the site, and additional to
that planned for the SH8B/SH6 intersection and proposed reduced speed limit to
SH8B will increase travel times (including during construction periods) for through traffic
users of the network and thus effect its efficiency and effectiveness. The availability of a
pedestrian underpass may reduce but not eliminate at grade crossing with the likelihood
of accidents.

58..

These are important considerations to the grant or refusal of fast-track consent, to an
appropriate density of development for residential activities close to SH6 and SH8B, and
the proposal for 2.5ha of commercial development within immediate proximity to the
SH8B.

59..

Objective 4.5 states.
Urban growth and development is well designed, occurs in a strategic and coordinated
way, and integrates effectively with adjoining urban and rural environments.
Policy 4.5.1 Providing for urban growth and development.
Provide for urban growth and development in a strategic and co-ordinated way,
including by:
a)
ensuring future urban growth areas are in accordance with any future
development strategy for that district.
b)
Monitoring supply and demand of residential, commercial and industrial
zoned land
c)
Ensuring that there is sufficient housing and business land development
capacity available in Otago
d)
Setting minimum targets for sufficient, feasible capacity for housing in
high growth urban areas in Schedule 6
e)
Coordinating the development and the extension of urban areas with
infrastructure
f)
Having particular regard to:
i. Providing for rural production activities by minimising adverse effects
on significant soils and activities which sustain food production.
ii. Minimising competing demands for natural resources;
iii. Maintaining high and outstanding natural character in the coastal
environment; outstanding natural features, landscapes, and seascapes;
and areas of significant indigenous vegetation and significant habitats of
indigenous fauna;
iv. Maintaining important cultural or historic heritage values.
v. Avoiding land with significant risk from natural hazards.
g) ensuring efficient use of land.
h) restricting urban growth and development to areas that avoid reverse
sensitivity effects unless those effects can be adequately managed;
i) requiring the use of low or no emission heating systems where ambient air
quality is:
i. Below standards for human health; or
ii. Vulnerable to degradation given the local climatic and geographical
context;
j)
Consolidating existing coastal settlements and coastal urban areas where
this will contribute to avoiding or mitigating sprawling or sporadic patterns of
settlement and urban growth.
Policy 5.3.2 Distribution of commercial activities
Manage the distribution of commercial activities by:
a)
enabling a wide variety of commercial, social and cultural activities in
central business districts, and town and commercial centres.
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b)
c)
d)
60.

enabling smaller commercial centres to service local community needs.
restricting commercial activities outside of a) and b) when such activities
are likely to undermine the vibrancy and viability of those centres.
encouraging the adaptive reuse of existing buildings.

Objective 5.3 states
Sufficient land is managed and protected for economic production.
Policy 5.3.2 Distribution of commercial activities
Manage the distribution of commercial activities by:
a)
enabling a wide variety of commercial, social and cultural activities in
central business districts, and town and commercial centres.
b)
enabling smaller commercial centres to service local community needs.
c)
restricting commercial activities outside of a) and b) when such activities
are likely to undermine the vibrancy and viability of those centres.
d)
encouraging the adaptive reuse of existing buildings.

62.

The WTDP LP fast track proposals are not consistent with the Central Otago District
Council’s future development strategy- being the Cromwell Spatial Plan,

63..

In summary the Cromwell Spatial Plan:
a)
anticipates residential development for the WTDP LP as one of a number of
potential residential infill locations, subject to specific connectivity in a
manner to integrate effectively to all other parts of Cromwell’s urban fabric.
b)
the Plan’s development strategy is for two commercial nodes within only
the existing Town Centre area as an updated mixed-use commercial, office
and service entre, and
an Arts and Culture Precinct focusing on lakeshore/visitor/ cultural and
other attributes which include the remnant Cromwell main street and
significant Maori cultural values associated with the meeting of the Clutha
Mata- Au and Kawarau Rivers
c)
enabling effective and efficient infrastructure and the sustainable management of
the natural and physical resources within the existing urban environment.

64

The WTDLP proposals for commercial /business development would have a similar
footprint as that of the Cromwell Mall i.e., the proposed commercial precinct within
the WTDP and the retail hospitality and similar activities with the mall have a
corresponding footprint; each being approximately 2.5ha

65.

Cromwell is a small township therefore has limited need of additional retail and
other facilities; there are no capacity constraints.

66.

There is substantial additional business capacity within areas adjacent to the core retail area
of the mall; in locations directly contiguous to the Mall’s core public realm and within
the adjacent ‘Big Box’ zone. These areas have existing infrastructure services and convenient
connectivity and accessibility to local and arterial roads.

67.

Central Otago District Council proposes a $36.5M upgrade investment within the town
centre, and $ 27.4M for the Arts, Culture and Heritage Precinct within the Long-Term
Plan 2021-2031. This investment covers new community facilities, adaptive reuse and
spatial enhancements to facilitate updated and revitalized spaces consistent
with
community needs. This aligns with the Spatial Plan with project timeframes commencing
Yr 1.

68.

The Town Centre and Arts Culture and Heritage precinct already provide the commercial
activities proposed for development within the WTDP site.
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F. CONSIDERATIONS IN REGARD TO CENTRAL OTAGO OPERATIVE DISTRICT PLAN
69.

The WTDP LP site and the balance of the north Cromwell urban area is shown Planning
Maps 12-14above.

70.

The greater part of north Cromwell is zoned Residential Resource Area 6 (RRA6) which
has a minimum allotment area for subdivision of 4000m2 large lot residential lifestyle
development, and the need for onsite wastewater disposal.

71.

Something of the site’s contextual history can be seen in the aerial below,10 At that time
most of the site was in vineyard plantings with residential development primarily on the lake
edge south of McNulty Inlet, and other subdivision occurring in a westward direction in the
vicinity of Lakeview Terrace and Roberts Rd. Also seen is the area south of Shortcut Rd and
north of the site: now configured as a series of smaller residential titles within the parent
greenspace developed in later in the 1990’s. This area adjoins the strip within the WTDP LP
northern area zoned Rural. Also seen is the vineyard’s reservoir and the Pinus radiata: the
Wooing Tree.

.

10

72.

To the south SH8B development was occurring west of the Cromwell Mall area, now ‘Big
Box’ including provision of the setback to the state highway setback Cromwell’s internal
roading network east of Barry Avenue (and thus Cromwell east and west is also obvious
as is the location of the township’s core facilities being the town centre, schools the Gate
Hotel, McNulty industrial area. golf course and (then) camping ground.

73.

Cromwell’s infrastructure services for water supply and wastewater correlate the areas of
urban development south of SH8B. The sites now identified for residential infill in the
Spatial Plan are contiguous with this network, with the exception of the Wooing Tree
location. This suggest that sequentially and via Plan Change progression would firstly
address intensification of development in areas contiguous to this network, and at a later
date, locations within area to the north of SH8B.

Flown 1989: for a larger version see Page 012 of the Spatial Plan
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74.

Supply of services on this basis would also facilitate infill of the existing RR6 lots within
north Cromwell.

75.

The existing zoning of the WTDPLP site is a result of Plan Change 12, which was
requested 30 May 2017 and made operative 24February 2018. The Plan Change replaced
the RRA6 provisions, in the combination of Rural RRA3, RRA 11, Residential and Business
(BA 2), zones, made site specific via a Wooing Tree Overlay Area.

76.

77.

The minimum allotment areas applicable are thus: RRA 3- 1000m2, RRA 11-400m2,
RRA 250m2 (where a reticulated sewerage system is available), Rural Resource Area
variable
This zoning pattern is somewhat confusing both spatially and functionally. There are
three residential zones applicable to an area ofc 20ha, the business zone with a specific,
curved configuration (applicable to an area of 2.47ha and an outer Rural Resource Area
(4.1ha)

78. The combined effect is to:
a)

to provide an open space frame to contain development within the site and provide
setback from the State Highway network. And to a lesser extent to the northern
boundary with the RRA6 zone to the north of the site. On the south and west
boundaries, a building line is applicable (consistent with the
Designation D72, south of SH6). For the most part the extent of the Rural zone
correlates to a 30m building line setback, however within the site entrance area
the setback increases to 90m, is semi-circular and configured in relation to a
roundabout at the SH8B and Barry intersection

b)

enable an increased density of residential development towards the inner site area
and progressively reduced densities in an outward direction on

c)

enable an inner commercial core configured in proximity to the vineyard reservoir,
cellar door and hospitality functions.

79..

The Plan provisions were and are inherently related to a ‘vineyard village concept’ where
a range of activities occur in relation to some on- site rural production with plantings
retained for commercial/theme/branding/marketing actitvies, in a manner
complementary to an onsite residential environment and a visitor environment.

80..

The progression of concept planning for the site, and the existing zoning configuration is
shown below. Within the BA2 zone concept planning envisaged two small activity nodes
the largest of which was located in the northern part of the zone which included
approximately one third of the zone area retained in open space plantings.

81.

This spatial arrangement and zone configurations were discussed during the Plan
Change 12 hearings and amended as the process advanced in respect of BA2 provisions
and extent of residential development.

82..

The residential yield was confirmed at a maximum 210 allotments.

83..

As to the size of the BA2 zone and the development footprints within it, the latter were
reduced from that as notified, and a policy amended in respect of zone functions. The
following is an extract from eh PC 12 Decision.
“Attachment A to the request document is a Future Development Masterplan. The request
document at Clause 2.3 emphasises that this is only one option for the development of the
subject site; and that the Future Development Masterplan is simply an idea of how the
requestor would like to develop its land in the future. Accordingly, the Future Development
Masterplan is not to be included in the District Plan and caution should be exercised when
considering the Future Development Masterplan in the context of Plan Change 12. It
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is possible, for example, that the land could be transferred to another party who will
simply choose to develop the land, as provided for in terms of the mixture of Resource
Areas provided in Plan Change 12, to its full potential. This may result in a different
outcome, particularly in terms of the provision for open space and the retention of
vineyards, to that
shown on the Future Development Masterplan. …………….
Plan Change 12 provides for 2.47 hectares of land to be zoned Business Resource Area (2).
The relevant planning history is outlined in Section 3.4 of the request document and the
relevant resource consents, being RC 010134 and RC 050408, are presented at Attachment
C to the request document. RC 010134 which was granted to GW & JH Bews on 21
November 2001 authorised the establishment of a vineyard on the subject site; and RC
050408 which was granted to Wooing Tree Vineyard Limited on 22 February 2006
authorised an extension to an existing building to include the operation of a wine tasting
and sales outlet including café dining, to erect signs advertising the site and to host private
functions at the site. RC
010134 and RC 050408 were granted subject to 16 and 28
conditions of land use consent, respectively.
While Plan Change 12 provides for 2.47 hectares of land to be included in the Business
Resource Area (2) restrictions are proposed with respect to maximum floor space and
building coverage within the Business Resource Area (2). The maximum floor space
permitted in the Business Resource Area (2) is now proposed to be reduced to 10,000m2
divided as follows:
• No more than 6000m2 to be used for traveller’s accommodation.
• No more than 3000m2 to be used as shops.
• No more than 1000m2 to be used for “any activities other than travellers
accommodation or shops”.
Furthermore, the maximum building coverage is now not to exceed 7500m2 of the total
Business Resource Area (2) area; and this will result in a maximum of 7500m2 of the
10000m2 maximum floor space being at ground floor level. Within the Business Resource
Area (2) a convenience grocery store is to have a maximum floor area of 100m2; five shops
are to be permitted to have a maximum floor area no greater than 200m2; and all other
shops are to have a maximum floor area of no greater than 120m2.
In Section 2.3 of the request document (which explains the purpose of the plan change), it is
stated that the Business Resource Area (2) has the purpose of:
“...enabling the continued operation of the Wooing Tree Cellar door and associated
operations, providing for small scale business activities that support the Cellar Door. Visitor
accommodation is enabled, and this will also support the continued operation of the Wooing
Tree as a wedding venue.”
Plan Change 12 as notified provides for a new Policy 8.2.8 which states as follows:
“8.2.8 Policy – Wooing Tree Overlay Area – Business Resource Area (2)
To provide for the development of high-quality traveller’s accommodation
with associated “vineyard village” themed retail and commercial activities.
in a manner that complements other business activities in Cromwell.”
84.. The Decision also records “the request document was devoid of any assessment
(including economic assessment) of what the effects are of providing for retail
activity in the Business Resource Area (2) upon the wider Cromwell community”.
85. The effect of this is two- fold
a) there is no specific baseline information by which to now assess any changes within
the retail/business environment that may have occurred since the BA2 provisions
were adopted (noting also that development has not proceeded on the Wooing
Tree site in the interim)
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b)

anecdotal observations over the last 2 years have been that the number of
vacancies within Mall have increased. Some of this space is used as museum
expansion, and by Council in relation to service centre functions, as temporary
occupancy. Other vacancies have occurred due to the departure of two commercial
banks which occupied relatively large tenancies.

87. Plan Change 12 predates the Cromwell ‘Eye to the Future’ 2050 masterplan project.
This included the development of a community Vision and 12 principles incorporated
to the Spatial Plan. While recognising the need for increased diversity of housing choices
and the aspiration to grow Cromwell as quality tourism destination (among other
matters) a corresponding principle is ‘to revitalise the town centre to be attractive and
lively’ and in upgrade and additional facilities within an arts culture, accommodation and
visitor area focussing on the existing Cromwell heritage precinct thereby ‘reinforcing
authentic local character and identity. Another principle of the Spatial Plan also is
recognising the need to foster and increase diversity in housing choices. Accordingly, the
Plan addresses different housing typologies and substantial infill it does not include a
third retail/visitor tourism node for Cromwell. Instead, it looks adopts principles of
principles of sustainable management in upgrading, adaptable reuse, strategic
investment etc.
88.

Plan Change 12 (and the Spatial Plan) predate the Covid 19 pandemic and its ongoing
effects to local, regional, national and international environments. While Central Otago
has experienced a Business-as-Usual situation thus far, the pandemic has particularly
impacted international tourism and allied employment levels within Queenstown Lakes
District.

89.

Given that the Wooing Tree fast track application appears to focus primarily on supplying
capacity to the Queenstown and Wanaka residential and visitor markets there is
uncertainty as to an immediate need for fast tracked development in an uncertain and
impacted market Accordingly within the Cromwell urban area a ground-up,
precautionary approach would appear the better pathway to build community resilience
over time

90.

We note that the extent of business development within the Wooing Tree application
is equivalent to the retail and core business footprint of the town centre, and thus would
double Cromwell’s existing capacity. Over supply and diversion of the tourism spend
from other parts of Cromwell negatively impact on the two existing commercial nodes.
In my view this was a strategic error made within the PC 12 process and shows the need
for baseline data and monitoring over time., given that international tourism markets are
declining, not increasing. There is no demonstrated need for additional commercial
space is apparent at this time. While the WTDP proposals may be appropriate to a Tier 1
urban environment: the township of Cromwell is not predicted to meet even preliminary
levels for anu urban environment until beyond 2050.

91.

Turning to residential supply and demand factors we note that building consents Building
consents issued within the Cromwell urban area (SA2 for the period 1january to 1 April
2021 are aligned to forecast demand for the 2019-2025 growth scenario.
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G.

11 NM

THE FAST-TRACK CONSENT APPLICATION IN TERMS OF THE CROMWELL SPATIAL PLAN

92.

The Spatial Plan was adopted by Council on 29 May,2019. This followed progression
through the various project steps of the Cromwell Masterplanning Project, as shown
diagrammatically at page 06 of the Plan. This included extensive stakeholder and
stakeholder and wider community engagement, defining a Vision and Principles, and the
evaluation of Long List and Short List options for growth management.

93..

The Spatial Plan is a relevant document for the consideration of resource consent
applications and proposed plan changes in terms of terms Schdue6, Par t2, Section 31 (1)
(d) of the Covid-19 Recovery (Fast Track Consenting) Act 2020

94.

Decision-making on referred projects are also to have regard to Part 2 RMA.

95..

In regard to the sustainable management of natural and physical resources the ‘long-title
identifier’ to the Spatial Plan was deliberate in order to convey a strategic/high level
approach, thus signaling there are now as series ‘Level 2 implementations. The latter
include public sector investment and other financial initiatives, tactical urbanism and
other activations. Where undertaken by Council these generally require to be evaluated
via processes under the Local Government Act 1991, including Long Term Plans and
Annual Plans.

96..

As to District Plan matters the executive summary of the Spatial Plan states ‘the Spatial
Plan would be primarily implemented by Council- led Plan Changes and/or District Plan
review11. This process has been consistently signalled to the community and acted upon
to date.

97..

Earlier this year CODC approved the District Plan Review programme shown in the Table
below. The programme includes a series of zoning adjustments throughout the Cromwell
urban area. These are listed as Task 5, Cromwell Masterplan. The dates refer to
expectation of reporting to Council to notify a plan change. 12

98.

Within the Spatial Plan the WTDP site is one of a number of other residential and
commercial locations to which Task 5 is applicable, and as explained below, changes to
these zones will also impact on the McNulty industrial zone. The Review programme
also includes a Rural Plan Change to address significant growth pressures within the
Cromwell rural surrounds, including containment and consolidation of the urban
environment.

99.

The draft Central Otago Long Term Plan (2021-2031) includes a number of
proposals correlated to the Spatial Plan/Cromwell Masterplan. 13 Submissions on the LTP
closed on 25 April 2021 and are presently being analysed prior to decision -making.

100.

The LTP there is a provisional budget of $63.4M (commencing yr 2021/2 for the next 10
years) to address projects within both the Town Centre and Arts and Culture
Precincts14. These include the demolition of some existing buildings to improve
accessibility, connectivity and lines of sight to Mall retail areas, construction of a new
library, service centre and resource centre building, and public realm improvements.
Within the Arts and Culture Precinct projects include a new arts and events centre, visitor
programme, museum, function rooms and tourism accommodation.

Associates +Tract Consultants Pty Ltd Cromwell ‘Eye to the Future’ Masterplan Spatial Framework Stage 1: Spatial
Plan 5 June 2019
12 Pers.comm. David Campbell, Planning Manager, Central Otago District Council, 10 June 2021
13 See Section 3.5. and 3.6 of the Spatial Plan
14 https://www.odt.co.nz/regions/central-otago/submissions
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DISTRICT PLAN PROGRAMME 2021-2022

Tasks

Delivery Date

Task 1 – Convert Planning Maps to GIS

30 June 2021

Task 2 – Operative Plan in ePlan

30 September 2021 *

Task 3 – District Plan Chapter review
•

Industrial

30 June 2021

•

Residential

20 December 2021

•

Rural

20 December 2021

•

Commercial

30 June 2022

Task 4 – Other Plan Provisions
•

Naseby Dark Sky

30 June 2022

•

Designations

31 March 2022

•

Heritage Building and Tree Register, update

31 March 2022

•

Progress Heritage Guidelines

30 June 2022

•

Heritage Building and Tree Register, review
and update
Task 5 – Cromwell Spatial Plan Implementation

20 December 2022

30 June 2021
•

Industrial Zones

•

Residential Zones

20 December 2021

•

Commercial Zones

30 June 2022

August 2021

Task 6 – Vincent Spatial Plan Implementation
•

Industrial Zones

30 June 2022

•

Residential Zones

30 June 2022

•

Commercial Zones

30 June 2022

Task 7 – Future Spatial Plans
•

December 2022

Teviot Valley
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101.

The Spatial Plan addresses the Cromwell urban environment (aligning to the Cromwell
SA2) in terms of an overall framework for ‘Future Land Use’ with additional information
on a precinct-by -precinct basis. The Plan is thus both a development strategy and an
envisaged future environment.

102.

The spatial framework is described Sections 3.1.and 3.2 of Plan and should be read in
conjunction with the following:
a)
the Key Nodes, Activity Centres and Connectivity Features (at page 038),
b)
Key Landscape and Open Space Features (page 039)
c)
Places for People (page 041).

103.

The relevant graphics are included to Mr. Penney’s evidence.

104.

The information shown enables comparison of the WDTP subdivision and land use
proposals comprising the Council’s growth management objectives.

105.

Integral elements to the spatial framework include:
a)
the principal town entries including those shown in the vicinity of the
WDTP site. These denote significant entry environments closely
associated with sense of place/ Central Otago ‘World of Difference’
amenity values.
b)
two only commercial nodes are intended: the town centre precinct and the
arts and culture precinct. The nodes do not include a
tourism/retail/commercial complex on the WTDP site.
c)
open space and recreational nodes including the Lake Dunstan Boat
Club, picnic facilities and camping sites ground at McNulty Inlet
d)
existing and proposed connectivity elements (including extensive
greenway network within east and west Cromwell), key pedestrian and
cycling routes (including that within northern Cromwell specifically
aligned between the Mall and the Inlet, and a link created on the
northern side of SH8Bbetween the lakeshore access near Deadmans
Point, the town centre and other pathways linking to Neplusultra Street,
sportsgrounds and the Art and Culture precinct, associated northern and
southern lakeshore trails.

106.. The spatial framework identifies five locations for medium-high density
development, in a combination of infill and greenfield locations. Of these the WTDP
site is the only location identified within northern Cromwell, north of SH8B. This key
link in the SH network impacts on the character and efficiency of its walking catchment,
and also density considerations as to an appropriate level of housing development.
107.

The WTDP proposals are for a net yield (excluding roads) of 23.5 dwellings p/ha which is
double the density of the Spatial Plan which looks to only residential (activity and thus
a medium -high density calculated over the entire site area)

108.

The other medium-high density infill areas are located within eastern and western
Cromwell, south of SH8B, and are thus more readily accessible to its core commercial,
recreational and educational facilities, and the network of greenways within these
locations.

109.

The inclusion of the WTDP site as a ‘medium to high density’ development area
acknowledges the historic rural residential and partial current residential zoning. It also
a)
acknowledges potential economies of scale which may be achieved in
terms of the size and configuration of the site
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110.. The Spatial Plan does not include a retail or other commercial activities and envisages
that residential infill would occur only on the basis that:
a)
there is safe at grade pedestrian and micro-transport connectivity
across SH8B: these linkages would achieve north/south/east/ west
connectivity, including connectivity to the Cromwell Mall entry from Barry
Ave, connectivity from Shortcut Rd and links to Nepulsutra St: refer Page
045 of Spatial Plan
b)
the site would be used solely for residential activity and thus have a gross
density of approximately 630-850m2 per site (10-15 dw/ha
c)
provision of greenways within the site would align with the external
connectivity beyond the site.
111.

H

In the Spatial Plan medium to high density is an indicative mid-range example on a
spectrum between low (1-5 dw/ha) and higher (25-30dw/ha) and should be read in
conjunction with. the typology examples and section size descriptions.
ALLIED RESIDENTIAL DENSITY CONSIDERATIONS

112... The concept of density means different things to different people and thus
a)
‘medium to high density’ holds a different connotation within a large
metropolitan centre to that of a small rural centre and/or
b)
between urban areas to which the NPS-UD is applicable and those where
it is not. The NPS-UD is not currently applicable to the Cromwell urban
environment and is not presently predicted as occurring within the
planning period.15 .
113

In the Spatial Plan medium to high density is an indicative mid-range on a spectrum
between low (1-5 dw/ha) and higher (25-30dw/ha). The descriptor should also be read in
conjunction with. the typology examples and section size descriptions. Local examples of
medium-high density include Pisa Moorings, Golden View Lifestyle Village and the
duplex units on Melmore Tce within Cromwell east.

114.

The proposed densities have not yet been evaluated in terms of RMA processes and thus
have yet to be assessed in detail:
a)
as to each of the locations identified, and in terms of submissions received
b)
on a cumulative basis including comprehensive Section 32 analysis.

115,

An equitable approach would be to evaluate all infill locations together – thereby
enabling community engagement as to appropriate densities and associated
implementing actions, consistent with the strategic approach adopted to date.

116.

The outcome of the Plan Change process may or may not alter the residential density
applicable for the greenfield infill areas identified within the Spatial Plans; however, the
process is consistent with the implementation pathways identified in the Spatial Plan
expectations of stakeholders and the wider community and is a socially equitable
approach enabling all residential areas to be considered on a common basis.

117.

Grant of application for resource consent on the WTDP site in terms of the Covid-19 Act
would usurp this process. This matter is further discussed below.

15 Rationale Growth

Projections -2020, Rev4 2021 indicate a usually resident population of 8770 for Cromwell yr 2050
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I

CONNECTIVITY BETWEEN WTDP SITE AND SURROUNDING AREA
118. The location of the WTDP site to walking catchments centered on the Cromwell Mall is
shown at page 045 of the Spatial plan and the aerial of Cromwell above Walking q
catchments are indicative of a 5–10-minute walk, a threshold commonly used as a
measure of connectivity/accessibility within urban environments. The same connectivity
distances apply to all other locations identified for potential infill. The northern part of
the WTDP site is more than the 400m distant suggesting that approx. half of residential
occupants would use cars or other transport for local accessibility, including to
Cromwell’s schools, polytechnic and Anderson Park.
119.. The role of connectivity and accessibility factors in a well-functioning urban
environment, and their role in promoting social and cultural wellbeing is described in
evidence by Mr. Penney.
110.

Within northern Cromwell the efficiency and attractiveness of a walking catchment is
likely to be affected by the existence of SH8B which is a crucial interconnecting route
between SH8 in the east (including the Cromwell Gorge, Dunedin and Christchurch
destinations) and SH6 in the west (linking to Wanaka, Invercargill, Queenstown and the
West Coast). In combination these routes comprise a strategic transport network serving
much of the South Island.

111.. Traffic volumes recorded by NZTA on SH8B have shown a steady increase between 2016
and 2020. Daily traffic flows recorded in 2020:
a)
at its western end near the SH6 junction showed an AADT of 8516
vehicles; 13% of which were heavy vehicles: counter 08B00002
b)
at tis eastern end near Deadmans Point/Cromwell Bridge counts were
6911; 8.2 % of which were heavy vehicles: counter 08B00000.
c)
for comparison the SH6 flows near Lowburn were 5623/7.6% 9.2% heavy
vehicles: counter 00600947 and for SH8 at Bendigo 1801 vpd /12% heavy
vehicles; counter 00800278.
112.. SH8B (some 2.61 km) is identified as ‘medium to high risk’ in the road safety risk
mapping assessment Kiwi RAP 16 which addresses assessed risk for highspeed
routes (categorized as up to or above 80 kph)
113.. In land use terms SH8B is essentially a rural highway passing through an urban
environment. It carries local and regional vehicles, tourist traffic, distributional freight,
stock trucks, fruit and wine exports, delivery of construction and other materials and so
on. The 30m building setback applicable to property adjoining this route (and
SH6) is therefore an important transitional space and amenity space to mitigate
transportation effects.
114.. The traffic environment and effects of the WTDP proposals are examined in detail in the
evidence of Mr. Facey; the above information is included by way of context to the
connectivity issues/solutions within the Spatial Plan and the potential future land use
environment.
115.. The proposed mitigation of the location of SH8B and associated environmental effects
on the WTDP site by way of roundabout and pedestrian underpass is consistent with
existing zoning provisions. /Plan Change 12

16

http://www.kiwirap.org.nz/risk_maps.html
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116.. in regard to projected infill development over time provision for a local
dairy/convenience activity could be consented in the same way as the existing dairies
within residential East and West Cromwell. Desirably such a location would be central to
the North Cromwell area generally and also be convenient to the McNulty’s Inlet/ sailing
club/bike trial links etc.
j.

THE SPATIAL PLAN AS CONTEXT TO PROPOSED WTDP PROPOSED COMMERCIAL
DEVELOPMENT.

117.. The Spatial Plan includes provision for retail, professional office and other commercial
development, visitor accommodation, governance and community facilities/spaces
within two activity nodes:
a)
b)

a Town Centre precinct and
an Arts and Culture precinct.

118.. The precinct plans for each area were developed to address local and regional needs for
business, tourism, public sector and community services, aligning with Central Otago
District’s World of Difference profile and values. Important functional criteria include
spaces for social interaction, events and exhibitions which foster sense of place and
community identity. Within the town centre and arts and culture precinct and adjacent
spaces the existence of public realm environments is a significant resource to the
District’s community and thus enhance social and cultural wellbeing,
119.. For the Cromwell town centre, the objectives of the Spatial Plan are to provide an
updated multi-functional, mixed use office/retail/visitor/residential environment, colocated with provision for local and central government services in a range of building
typologies, and improved integration of public and private realm
.
120.. Five sub-precincts are identified within the town centre:
a)
b)
c)
d)
e)
121.

Gateway precinct
Mall precinct
Northwest precinct
Civic facilities and Community precinct
Big Box precinct.

It is notable that these precincts are conveniently accessed via a purpose-designed
arterial road network which extends throughout most of the township, linking to the
State Highway network, and Cromwell’s greenways.

122.. Consistent with the digital and post -pandemic social environment, structures and spaces
within the town centre enable a range of activities such as tech startups, adaptable office
spaces, demountable display space, and better integrated private and public realm. This
enables merging of shopping, working and recreational pursuits.
123... The above strategies are based on consolidation and intensification of development
within the ‘ring road’ (Barry Ave, Waenga and Murray Tce), improved linkages to Big
Box locations and connectivity available to the south and east, including the
greater part of the Cromwell residential area, McNulty industrial area, and key
lakeshore areas including the Arts and Culture precinct.
124... The measures outlined can be achieved over time by a programme of strategic design,
adaptive reuse, and new construction, including the type of projects proposed by the
LTP and other measures for sustainable management of this significant community
resource.
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125.

Overall, implementing actions for the town centre precincts recognise the significant
natural and physical resource base of the existing environment, the degree of public and
private sector investment to date and accordingly enables ongoing sustainability and
enhancement17.

126... The strategy for reinvestment and new investment within the town centre also has
implications for business activities within McNulty industrial area, addressing the
occupancy of this area for professional office spaces and allied commercial services
more appropriately located within the town centre in order to address future
needs for manufacturing, contracting and distribution services which are a key sector of
Cromwell’s rural and urban economy18 . This implementation also enables future
flexibility in respect of long-term demand/supply factors for industrial land within the
Queenstown Lakes District 19
127.. Implementing actions for the Cromwell town centre to date include:
a)
the District Plan Review programme described above
b)
Council’s purchase of vacant commercial land within the Northwest
precinct to assist reconfiguration of parking areas, lane alignment and
mixed-use initiatives
c)
preliminary concept plans for the World of Difference Park.
128... The second commercial and other mixed use activity node within the Spatial Plan is an
Arts and Culture Precinct in recognition of the significant lakeshore and open space
setting, the visibility of the location from the SH 8 where emerging from the
Cromwell Gorge, and Bannockburn, Cornish Point, the Maori cultural significance of the
meeting of Kawarau River and Clutha Mata Au, and other heritage values associated
with the former goldmining /remnant main street setting.
129.. Additionally, the area is sheltered from the prevailing northerly and is thus one of the
warmest parts of the Cromwell urban environment. The area is enjoying increased visitor
numbers associated with extensions to the Otago Bike Trail, proximity to Bannockburn,
Felton Rd and Cornish Point.
130.. There is an established community of interest in this location, including active
promotion of heritage values, retail and hospitality functions, a Cromwell Arts Centre
Trust and a food market during summer and autumn.
131.

Four sub-precincts are identified:
a)
b)
c)
d)

132.

arts and events
tourism accommodation
historic special character
residential infill.

The Precinct extends east of Down St and south of Donegal Street.

134.. In a combination of these factors the Arts and Culture Precinct is visitor and community
focused area with existing and future resources /facilities of sub-regional, regional and
national significance and, like the town centre significant to the
community’s
economic and social wellbeing.

17

These factors are discussed at page 48-51.
These factors are addressed page046.of the Spatial Plan.
19 QLDC Spatial Plan – CODC agreement and meeting minute.
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135......Implementation measures include proposed funding within the draft LTP for a hall and
arts facility with museum, gallery, theatre and meeting spaces. Private investment
options include a ‘statement’ hotel or other visitor accommodation 20
136.. Zoning adjustments would be part of the District Plan Review programme described
above.

K
ISSUES FOR SUSTAINABLE MANAGENENT, SOCIAL COSTS AND BENEFITS, HEALTH
AND WELLBEING
137.. Evidence by Mr. Heath, Property Economics indicates that the WTDP proposals
would add approximately 24,000.m2 retail and commercial space within the Cromwell
urban area) He concludes that the nature and scale of the WTDP proposals would have
significant adverse effects on the Town Centre and Arts and the Old Cromwell
commercial activities.
138.

In considering potential social costs and benefits of the WTDP fast track proposals I note
that the proposals include many elements of retail, visitor accommodation and
associated land use mix available within the town centre and its immediate surrounds.

139.

If further commercial space is made available as proposed it is likely both the Cromwell
Mall and Arts, Culture and heritage Precinct will lose the spending power of an engaged
community and its supply of local entrepreneurs able to respond to niche markets. This
activity is crucial to wider support of community services.

140.

The referred project would provide construction employment and assist in m
meeting the demand for housing within local and sub-regional markets. This and various
other productivity gains would occur.

141.

The Covid- 19 fast track processes override the engagement and consenting processes
of the RMA, including the requirement for Section 32 analysis. The Act’s processes also
narrow the scope of evaluation of cumulative effects as they are site specific rather than
applicable to considerations of the wider contextual natural and physical environment
able to be considered via Plan Change and District Plan Review process.

142.. While this is deliberate in promoting/enabling productivity gains and economic and social
benefit issue of fast-track consent for subdivision and development is considered a
questionable strategy within Central Otago District where the economy remains
buoyant, and there are clear indications that supply of materials, slow down in shipping
capacity and an already committed labour force would appear likely to affect project
start- up and completions. This poses an unintended consequence that Cromwell
community would be left to deal the consequences of an oversupply of both residential
and commercial-enabled land.
143.

it is apparent that the proposals do not align with strategic planning and
implementation pathways set out in the Spatial Plan and associated District Plan review

144.

There would be no opportunity for affected parties and wider public to make submissions
on the WTDP proposals including existing business owners and operator stakeholders,
community service agencies etc.

145

If resource consents are issued for development at the scale requested for
residential activities, and type and nature of commercial development proposed it would
be necessary to re-evaluate the provisions of the Spatial Plan in respect of residential
and business environments areas, effectively sending the Council and community back to
‘Stage 1’ with the associated loss of time, effort and money spent.
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146.

J

It is a generally recognised factor of urban planning that retail actitvies, where combined
with other commercial/professional and community services have a key role in sustaining
communities.

CONCLUSIONS

147.

The WTDP proposals are for a large and intensive development north of SH8, within the
northern Cromwell. The site has poor connectivity to the remainder of the Cromwell urban
environment and thus to schools and other community facilities. Mitigation is proposed
but assessed as having best functionality for car travel.

148 In terms of the Operative Plan the site applicable provisions are those of Rural and
Residential Resource Areas and a Business Resource Area. These areas are configured to
provide and contain residential areas and visual and amenity setback from SH6 and SH8B.
The Business Resource Area is to reflects a vineyard village environment with associated
tourism and accommodation facilities. The provisions of the Plan were adopted following a
requested Plan Change 12.
149

The application for fast-track consent is for a significantly more intensive development
that the baselines of the Operative Plan, located directly adjacent to SH8B and
with a large commercial footprint.

150

It appears the proposals are primarily aligned with the housing and employment markets
of the Queenstown Lakes District. With respect to capacities within Cromwell the
proposals would duplicate many of the functions of the Cromwell Mall and to a similar
extent and provide capacity well beyond Cromwell’s needs.

151

This would adversely affect the economic and social wellbeing, and resilience of the
Cromwell community, and if granted would undermine the adopted Spatial Plan and its
intended implementation via significant strategic investment and Council’ District Plan
Review programme.

152.

Activities within the large commercial titles and extensive building footprints proposed
would affect the residential amenity of the proposed dwellings adjacent and other
areas nearby.

153

The proposals would not enable a well- functioning urban environment, or promote the
sustainable management of key infrastructure, community and natural resources and
would be largely dependent on car travel and/or coach travel.

154. These effects would compound due to the proposed location of commercial
development, associated typology and size of structures, lighting and signage, delivery
of goods, residential and commercial traffic, including tourist coaches and occupancy (to
within 4m) of frontage areas.
55. Notwithstanding a benefit of the proposals would be diversity of dwelling typologies,
providing to no greater number than 120 structures as per the Operative Plan.
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